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SciDip Trivia
Based on SciDip Trivia Night hosted online by InsSciDE for World Science Day 2020

Description
Introduction
Social activities are an effective way to help trainees build connections within their cohort. A
well-placed game may also serve as a highly valued pause in a heavy curriculum or conference
program. Get inspired by this game of SciDip Trivia and host it online or in person.

Learning objectives:
● Have fun testing knowledge about SD and related topics while competing in teams.

Structure (virtual game):
Materials:

● Trivia game application such as Slido, Mentimeter, Kahoot, Connecteam
● ‘SciDip Trivia Questions Pool’, a list of trivia questions to choose from
● Two or more game hosts

Preparing the game:
1. Choose questions from the SciDip Trivia Questions Pool and add them to the trivia

application
2. Assign game host roles - choose from animator/main host, scoring, technician.

a. Animator - explains game to participants and reads the questions
b. Questions tech - shares screen with the trivia app and timer, moves between

questions
c. Teams tech - notes team names and members and keeps score, if needed, and

manages break out groups
3. Practice using the trivia application with Zoom
4. Host the game!

Hosting the game:
1. Participants sign into Zoom - keep a gallery view and encourage videos on to make it

more personal
2. Instructions of the game - players sign into the quiz app, host reads the question,

participants are placed in breakout groups for 3 minutes, no Googling allowed.
3. Host reads questions and multiple choice answers displayed on a shared screen
4. Participants are split into breakout groups and technician starts the timer for 3 minutes
5. Participants return to plenary to discuss the answer to the previous question (optional)

and to read the next question
6. Repeat steps 3-5 until questions are finished
7. Announce the winners!
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Possible modifications:
● To host in person: use a projector to show the questions and multiple choice answers.

Have the participants sit in huddles with their teams and display their answers at the
same time on paper or a whiteboard. Allow 1-2 minutes of team discussion per question
instead of 3 minutes.

● To avoid coming in and out of breakout groups: try using another virtual meeting
programme in which the host can be visible to all during breakout groups. One such
program is GatherTown, which also uses avatars for participants.

Questions Pool

Question Answer Notes

Which technology got a serious boost when it
was used in Joint Verification Experiments by
the US and the Soviet Union to detect
nuclear detonations?

● Sonar
● Radar
● Multi-spectral imaging
● Seismography

Seismography

In the late nineteenth century, six colonial
powers competed scientifically,
diplomatically and militarily for the
colonization of Africa. They were:

● Britain, France, the Netherlands,
Germany, Italy, Spain

● Britain, France, the Netherlands,
Russia, Spain, Portugal

● Britain, France, the Netherlands,
Germany, Portugal, Italy

● Britain, France, the Netherlands,
Germany, the United States,

● Russia Britain, France, the
Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, the
United States

Britain, France, the
Netherlands,
Germany,
Portugal, Italy

Matteo Ricci was a Jesuit from Italy in the
16th century, sent to China to spread God’s

Mathematics
Astronomy
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Question Answer Notes

word and convert its people to Christianity.
Ricci learnt the country’s languages, mores
and customs, and used European scientific
knowledge to establish good relations with
and within his host country. In which two
scientific areas were his contacts particularly
interested?

● Physics
● Medicine
● Chemistry
● Mathematics
● Astronomy

As an early “Scientific Diplomat”, Matteo
Ricci was finally agreed access to the Capital
city, because his gift had stopped functioning
and needed repairing. What gift are we
talking about?

● A mechanical clock
● A telescope
● A rifle
● A microscope

A mechanical clock

SESAME is a cooperative venture by scientists
and governments of the Middle East, aimed
at fostering scientific and technological
excellence in the region and building
scientific and cultural bridges between
diverse societies. It stands for
Synchrotron-light for ________ Science and
Applications in the Middle East.
Free response question

Experimental

Which of the below countries are involved in
the “SESAME” project? Select all that apply.

● Egypt
● Iran
● Israel
● Jordan

(All)
Egypt
Iran
Israel
Jordan

All current members of SESAME
are Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, Israel,
Jordan, Pakistan, Palestine, and
Turkey.
https://www.sesame.org.jo/
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Question Answer Notes

CERN has 23 members. With the exception of
one, these are all European countries. Which
country is the non-European CERN member?

● Japan
● Israel
● Canada

Israel The CERN convention was signed
in 1953 by the 12 founding states
Belgium, Denmark, France, the
Federal Republic of Germany,
Greece, Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and Yugoslavia,
and entered into force on 29
September 1954. Today CERN has
23 Member States: Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Israel, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Serbia,
Slovakia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and United Kingdom.
Cyprus and Slovenia are Associate
Member States in the pre-stage
to  Membership. Croatia, India,
Lithuania, Pakistan, Turkey and
Ukraine are Associate Member
States.
https://home.cern/

The naturalist José Correia da Serra was a
close friend of the USA President Thomas
Jefferson. In this capacity he engaged in
informal diplomatic contacts anchored on
intellectual and friendly debates. This type of
casual diplomacy is known as?

● Teacup diplomacy
● Coffee diplomacy
● Tea diplomacy
● Biscuit diplomacy
● Coffee mug diplomacy

Jefferson even honored his friend
Correia da Serra by naming a
room in his Monticello's estate
as: The Abbé's room (another
first name of his).
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Question Answer Notes

Britain’s polar ship the Sir David
Attenborough made its maiden voyage to
Antarctica in 2021. The 200 million pound
($260 million), state-of-the-art, polar
research vessel, also has an unofficial title
which topped a public poll to name the vessel
in 2016. What is it?

● The Healer
● Million dollar boaty
● Antarctic Icescapade
● Boaty McBoatface

Boaty McBoatface

Which of the below was explicitly referred to
as a "master-stroke of scientific diplomacy" in
a book by Giorgio de Santiallana in 1955?

● The signing of the Partial Test Ban
Treaty

● The dedication of Jupiter's satellites
to the House of Medici

● China's entrance in the International
Astronomical Union

● Setting up the Republics of Letters

The dedication of
Jupiter's satellites
to the House of
Medici
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Question Answer Notes

What are the names of the three projects
that founded the EU Science Diplomacy
Alliance?

● El-Cid, InSiDe and S4D4C
● EL-CSID, InsSciDe and S4D4C
● H2020, SciDip and SocSci
● L-SID, Inside, essfourdeeforesee

EL-CSID, InsSciDe
and S4D4C

With the aim of defining its
strategy for a regional science
diplomacy, the European Union
launched three complementary
projects – El-CSID, InsSciDE, and
S4D4C – funded by the EU
Horizon 2020 Research and
Innovation programme. Through
multidisciplinary research and
dialogue, the projects generated
frameworks for governance,
strategic advice, training modules
for diplomats and scientists, and
knowledge on science diplomacy
histories. In 2022, InsSciDE
became the last of the projects to
conclude.

Which non-human being is very important to
Science Diplomacy at INGSA?
Free response question

SPIDER (Science
Policy in
Diplomacy and
External Relations)

SPIDER is a special interest
division in INGSA.
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Question Answer Notes

Name 2 women who have served as
Ambassadors to the Arctic?
Free response question

Hanne Fugl
Eskjaer (Denmark)
Segolène Royal
(France)
Marie-Anne
Coninsx (EU)

In his case study paper for InsSciDE, Sam
Robinson of the work package ‘Environment’
dissects tensions between the Global North
and South during the ad hoc UN seabed
committee (1967–1972) and the subsequent
UN Law of the Sea III conferences (UNCLOS
III; 1973–1982). What does he argue played a
major role in provoking these tensions?
Free response question

Scientific
imaginaries
Also accepted:
science
imaginaries,
scientific
imaginations,
technoscientific
imaginaries

Scientific imaginaries refers to
visions of science and tech in the
future: “Promoters of ocean
exploitation in the late 1960s
envisaged wonders such as rare
mineral extraction and the
stationing of divers in underwater
habitats from which they would
operate seabed machinery not
connected to the turbulent
surface waters. Their promises
coincided with others' fears that
nuclear weaponry would be
placed on the seabed. Those who
lacked the technological
capability to extract minerals
from the seabed also had
concerns that other nations
would exploit their resources.”
(Robinson, 2020)
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Question Answer Notes

Name the diplomatic service of the European
Union?
Free response question

European External
Action Service
(EEAS)

When was the Antarctic Treaty signed?
● 1959
● 1969
● 1974
● 1982

1959

What is the nickname of the Arctic
environmental treaty signed in 1974?

● Penguin Treaty
● Walrus Treaty
● Polar Bear Treaty
● Caribou Treaty

Polar Bear Treaty
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Question Answer Notes

Which 2 organizations collaborated to
propose the notion of science in/science for
diplomacy, diplomacy for science?
Free response question

Royal Society UK
and the American
Association for the
Advancement of
Science (AAAS)

Who is the conservationist that pioneered
environmental diplomacy?

● Sir Peter Gluckman
● Rachel Carson
● Jane Goodall
● Russell Train
● Jacques Costeau

Russell Train

Countries in the EU and the Mediterranean
area have negotiated and launched joint
research calls funded by both sides through
this program, often cited as a prime example
of European SD. What is it called? Acronym
only.
Free response question

PRIMA PRIMA – Partnership for Research
and Innovation in the
Mediterranean Area
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Question Answer Notes

Which of these global accords were signed in
2015 thanks to science diplomacy?

● Paris Agreement (United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change COP 21)

● Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction

● Transforming our World: The 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development
(Sustainable Development Goals)

● The Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action, known commonly as the Iran
nuclear deal

● All of the above
● None of the above

All of the above

Which family has gathered the most Nobel
prizes?
Free response question

The Curie family Marie Curie -  Physics 1903,
Chemistry 1911 ;
Pierre Curie - 1 (Physics 1903)
Irène Jolio-Curie – Chemistry
1935 ;
Frédéric Joliot-Curie – Chemistry
1935
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Question Answer Notes

The naturalist José Correia da Serra was a
close friend of the USA President Thomas
Jefferson. In this capacity he engaged in
informal diplomatic contacts anchored on
intellectual and friendly debates over a cup
of tea (tea-cup diplomacy).  Jefferson
honored his friend by naming a room in his
Monticello's estate as:

● The Abbé's room
● Correia's room
● Tea Room

The Abbé's room Learn more:
● https://www.monticello.o

rg/thomas-jefferson/a-day
-in-the-life-of-jefferson/m
useum-in-the-entrance-of-
the-house/visitors-to-mon
ticello/

● https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/José_Correia_da_Ser
ra

● https://www.scielo.br/pdf
/vh/v33n63/0104-8775-vh
-33-63-0625.pdf

In which function did the first European
excavators of archaeological sites in
Mesopotamia come to the region?

● As military commanders of invading
troops

● As diplomats
● As commercial representatives of

trading companies
● As engineers searching for oil deposits

As diplomats Learn more:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aus
ten_Henry_Layard,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pau
l-Émile_Botta
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Question Answer Notes

Which reason – apart from the historic
importance of the site – prompted British
excavations at Carchemish on the Euphrates
in 1912–14?

● The excavators were asked to deliver
weapons to regional Arab and Kurdish
tribes which were planning an
anti-Turkish insurgence

● The excavations should please the
Ottoman Sultan who was born in a
nearby village

● The excavation team should monitor
German engineers constructing the
Berlin-to-Baghdad Railway (x)

● The excavators wanted to search for
traces of Noah’s ark at nearby Mount
Ararat

The excavation
team should
monitor German
engineers
constructing the
Berlin-to-Baghdad
Railway

Learn more:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo
nard_Woolley

The UNESCO world heritage site of Hatra in
Iraq, heavily damaged by Islamic State
terrorists in 2015, is one of the most
important sites for the culture of which
empire?

● Parthian Empire
● Assyrian Empire
● Babylonian Empire
● Byzantine Empire

Parthian Empire Learn more:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hat
ra
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Question Answer Notes

The Madrid Declaration on Science
Diplomacy outlines the benefits of…

● ... getting the Champions League to
donate € to science cooperation

● ... evidence-informed policies with a
biased science advice

● ... improved interfaces between
science and public & foreign policies

● ... convincing diplomats to study
Theoretical Physics

... improved
interfaces
between science
and public &
foreign policies

Learn more:
https://www.s4d4c.eu/s4d4c-1st-
global-meeting/the-madrid-decla
ration-on-science-diplomacy

Which advisor has the office next to the
science advisor in the European External
Action Service?

● the religious advisor
● the advisor on how to deal with

Donald Trump
● the advisor on lifelong learning
● the advisor on water conflicts
● Source: report on the webinar 3, will

be published tomorrow the latest

The religious
advisor

Countries in the EU and the Mediterranean
area have negotiated and launched joint calls
which are funded by both sides. When was
the first call of the PRIMA programme
published, which is often cited as one of the
examples of European Science Diplomacy?

● 2012
● 2014
● 2016
● 2018

2018 Learn more:
https://www.s4d4c.eu/knowledg
e_resource/partnership-for-resea
rch-and-innovation-in-the-medite
rranean-area-prima/
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Question Answer Notes

Signed on 13 October 2020, the ______ will
be the broadest and most diverse
international human space exploration
program in history.

Artemis Accords

The InsSciDE project ‘Inventing a shared
Science Diplomacy for Europe’ was a Horizon
2020 project focused on historical research
and development of resources for science
diplomacy theory, practice and learning.
What was the full form of the abbreviation
‘WSDS’, InsSciDE’s training program hosted
June 2020 and 2021?
Free response question

Warsaw Science
Diplomacy School

PILOT EXPERIENCE
InsSciDE hosted SciDip Trivia virtually on the occasion of the World Science Day in November

2020. Below is a copy of the event announcement, which encouraged participants to team up

ahead of the event and provided some resources to help science diplomacy novices level up

their knowledge ahead of the game.
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November 2020

SciDip Trivia Night for
World Science Day!
UNESCO has announced that the 2020 theme of World Science Day for Peace and
Development next week is Science for and with Society.

InsSciDE invites every participant of society, whether out of a newfound curiosity or as a
contender for the trivia throne, to come test their knowledge in the crosscutting field of
science diplomacy during our SciDip Trivia Night on 12 November at 18-19h CET!

Scroll to the bottom to register.

Get your SciDip buddies together or recruit new ones to build a Trivia Team and get
ready to venture into the depths of the history, present and disputed territories of
science diplomacy in an evening of competition, teamwork and fun. Hint for
assembling your team, as always, strength lies in diversity!

See our event on Facebook to RSVP and find teammates

Under the vast umbrella of science diplomacy, the trivia night will traverse themes
explored in InsSciDE’s research – heritage, health, security, environment, space –
with questions related to recent and historical events and science diplomacy concepts
and famous projects.

Are you in?
● Register below (or click here to open the registration page separately).
● Team up - recruit your friends, find teammates through our Facebook event

page, or be paired at random!
● Read up - to level the playing field for science diplomacy novices and

experts alike, we provide the below resources to help you prepare for a
stimulating, competitive and fun event!
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PREP RESOURCES:

Key words (as they relate to science diplomacy)

Arctic | Cold War | SESAME | EU Science Diplomacy Cluster | Madrid Declaration |
UNESCO world heritage | PRIMA | Innovation | INGSA | EC Group of Chief Science
Advisors | Global Accords | Antarctic | Colonization | CERN | Nobel Prize | European
Commission | Warsaw Science Diplomacy School (WSDS) | Power | Culture

Sources:
EU Science Diplomacy Cluster website (now known as the EU…Alliance)
InsSciDE Library - hint: home in on the Open Access papers!
S4D4C Recent Events
WSDS Chronicles
WSDS Student Takes

Research work packages: WP4. Heritage, WP5. Health, WP6. Security, WP7.
Environment, WP8. Space

Media
What is Science Diplomacy by S4D4C?
Covid-19 and Science Diplomacy webinars
Lecture on Power from WSDS 2020
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https://www.science-diplomacy.eu/
https://www.insscide.eu/spip.php?page=article&id_article=278
https://www.s4d4c.eu/category/events/
https://www.insscide.eu/results/warsaw-science-diplomacy-school/
https://www.insscide.eu/results/warsaw-science-diplomacy-school/wsds-student-takes-articles-by-the-alumni/
https://www.insscide.eu/about/work-packages/article/wp4-heritage
https://www.insscide.eu/about/work-packages/article/wp5-health
https://www.insscide.eu/about/work-packages/article/wp6-security
https://www.insscide.eu/about/work-packages/article/wp7-environment
https://www.insscide.eu/about/work-packages/article/wp8-space
https://youtu.be/OSDfwBwWjX4
https://www.insscide.eu/news-media/news-and-events/article/watch-now-sd-covid19-and-more-from-insscide-webinars
https://www.insscide.eu/news-media/videos-webinars-and-lectures/article/public-lectures-power-and-strategy-making-from-wsds

